
ations that the printed word is dead:
phooey! They declare we have ar-
rived at a “Golden Age of Reading
and Writing.”

Over the last year, McSweeney’s
researchers delved into data from
Nielsen’s Bookscan, which monitors
book sales to the general public. The
results paint a surprisingly positive
picture of the printed word’s health.

In recent years, the United
States touted record-setting num-
bers of published authors, publish-
ers, and original book titles.
Although there was a slight decline
from the all-time high in 2009,
book sales comfortably topped one
billion volumes last year despite a
lackluster economy and continuing
mass unemployment. Robert Darn-
ton, director of the Harvard
University library, notes that this
trend extends beyond America’s

borders: China and Brazil are expe-
riencing publishing booms as well.
Worldwide, one million new titles
will be released this year.

Libraries are similarly feeling the
effects of the public’s appetite for
print. The McSweeney’s editors write
that circulation of library books has
reached record levels, and library
memberships have increased, with
68 percent of Americans currently
holding library cards. Darnton adds
that libraries remain vital, not just
because they lend books but because
they assist people in wading through
the information wilderness. This is
nothing new, he says. Libraries have
always been more than “warehouses
of books.”

It’s only a hoary myth that people
in the past had a greater appre-
ciation of the printed word, the
McSweeney’s editors snort. While in
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No RIP for Print

The editors of McSweeney’s

Quarterly Concern have a one-word
response to apocalyptic proclam-
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Barry Hannah (1942–2010)

There was a puncturing quality to Barry’s zingers,

darts that pop the overblown balloon and send it,

whining and deflated, on its pitiable trajectory. I saw

this at Oxford restaurants, on panels at the Sewanee

Writers’ Conference, and, most appreciated where

most needed, in the English Department faculty meet-

ings at the University of Mississippi, where we were

colleagues. I remember several young hotshot critics

were attempting to amp up the introductory class for

new grad students.

“We need more investiture in critical theory which

assumes apprenticeship more than it does doctrinal or

methodological instruction,” said one.

“Yes,” agreed another, “but choosing texts and films”—

(here a snort from Barry, who read books, watched movies)

—“that are not comparatist but destabilize the

traditional concept of literature as an isolatable aesthetic

object.”

“Agreed,” added a third, “privileging the historicity of

such discourses and the cultural phenomena they set out to

investigate. Of course, this re-envisioned course deserves a

new name.”

The critics paused, thinking of a course designation

worthy.

Barry broke the silence. “How about calling it, ‘The

Death of Joy as We Know It’?”

Whooosh. I miss having someone around who could do

that.

—BETH ANN FENNELLY, associate professor of

English at the University of Mississippi, on Southern writer

Barry Hannah, in The Oxford American (Issue 72)

T H E  S O U R C E S :  Introduction to volume 37,
by the editors, McSweeney’s Quarterly Con-
cern, Spring 2011, and “Five Myths About the
‘Information Age’ ” by Robert Darnton, in The
Chronicle Review, April 17, 2011.

champ’s urinal, are “essentially po-
lemical, persuasive. [They] have no
reason for being other than the points
they aim to make.” But a thing of
beauty is “its own reason for being,”
and thus “wants for nothing, and
inspires in us nothing more than the
desire for further instances of beauty,
for the satisfaction we feel in the pres-
ence of objects or expressions that are
completely themselves.”
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Graffiti Gets
the Glory

The vogue for street art

among elite gallery owners and art
collectors recently reached its
apotheosis in a major museum
exhibit at the Geffen Contem-
porary, a satellite of Los Angeles’s
Museum of Contemporary Art

96th Street that delightful frisson
of proximity to the underclass,”
Mac Donald tartly observes.

Tellingly, most of the graffiti
artists who are venerated by elite art
dealers are white and middle class.
If art dealers and patrons were to
leave their comfy world and interact
with young black and Hispanic graf-
fiti artists in the inner city, they
would find that graffiti often goes
hand in hand with drug use and tru-
ancy. By many graffitists’ own
accounts, their pastime encouraged
them to skip school and led to their

(MOCA). But visitors with an eye
for the ironic will note that the
museum sports a fresh coat of paint
on its back wall, covering up some
unwelcome artistry outside, writes
City Journal contributing editor
Heather Mac Donald. This fresh
paint encapsulates the hypocritical
stance of graffiti’s admirers, who
celebrate street art in the confines
of museums and galleries but never
on their mansions, and who turn a
blind eye to its real and pernicious
effects in inner cities.

The Geffen show is the debut
exhibit of MOCA’s new director,
Jeffrey Deitch, a former New York
gallery owner and art agent with
a long history of glorifying street
art and its creators. Deitch once
transformed his gallery into a
faux ghetto street, a “Disneyesque
barrio [that] gave New Yorkers
who would never dream of
getting off the subway north of
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T H E  S O U R C E :  “Radical Graffiti Chic” by
Heather Mac Donald, in City Journal,
Spring 2011.

Is graffiti an under-
appreciated art form or
simply a criminal activ-
ity that often goes hand
in hand with drug use
and truancy?

the glory year of 1787 only 60 per-
cent of American adults were con-
sidered literate, today that number
has jumped to 98 percent. Instead of
lamenting golden ages past, we
should be encouraged that “more
people are reading than at any time
in human history.”

At a new exhibit at the Geffen Contemporary in Los Angeles, visitors can enjoy a bit of street art without ever having to venture to an untidy street.
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